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WEYL COMPATIBLE TENSORS
CARLO ALBERTO MANTICA AND LUCA GUIDO MOLINARI
Abstract. We introduce the new algebraic property of Weyl compatibility
for symmetric tensors and vectors. It is strictly related to Riemann compat-
ibility, which generalizes the Codazzi condition while preserving much of its
geometric implications. In particular it is shown that the existence of a Weyl
compatible vector implies the Weyl tensor to be algebraically special, and it
is a necessary and sufficient condition for the magnetic part to vanish. Some
theorems (Derdzin´ski and Shen, Hall) are extended to the broader hypothe-
sis of Weyl or Riemann compatibility; Weyl compatibility includes conditions
that were investigated in the literature of general relativity (as McIntosh et
al.) Hypersurfaces of pseudo Euclidean spaces provide a simple example of
Weyl compatible Ricci tensor.
1. Introduction
The geometry of Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian manifolds of dimension n ≥
3 is intrinsically described byN = 112n(n−1)(n−2)(n+3) algebraically independent
scalar fields, constructed with the Riemann and the metric tensors. The same
counting is provided by the Weyl, the Ricci and the metric tensors. The Weyl
tensor bears the symmetries of the Riemann tensor, with the extra property of
being traceless1:
Cjkl
m = Rjkl
m +
1
n− 2
(δ[j
mRk]l +R[j
mgk]l)−
1
(n− 1)(n− 2)
Rδ[j
mgk]l.(1)
The trace condition Cjab
j = 0 reduces the parameters of the Riemann tensor by
a number 12n(n + 1) that is accounted for by considering the Ricci tensor as al-
gebraically independent. The two tensors are linked by functional relations as the
following one [17, 14]:
−∇mCabc
m =
n− 3
n− 2
[
∇[aRb]c −
1
2(n− 1)
∇[agb]cR
]
.(2)
In the coordinate frame that locally diagonalizes the Ricci and the metric tensors
(the latter with diagonal elements ±1), the parameters that survive are the compo-
nents of the Weyl tensor and the n eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor, whose number
is precisely N [32]. This choice of fundamental tensors offers advantages, as in the
classification of manifolds and in general relativity.
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Debever and Penrose [26] proved that in four-dimensional space-time manifolds
the equation
k[bCa]rs[qkn]k
rks = 0(3)
always admits four null solutions (principal null directions). When two or more
coincide, the Weyl tensor is named algebraically special, and the condition for de-
generacy is
(4) k[bCa]rsqk
rks = 0
The degeneracies classify space-time manifolds in classes that coincide with the
Petrov types, which are determined by the degeneracies of the eigenvalues of the
self-dual part of the Weyl tensor [27].
For n > 4, Milson et al. showed in 2005 that eq. (3) may not have solution at
all [24]. They introduced the notion of Weyl aligned null directions (WAND): a
null vector k is a WAND if there is a null frame including it, such that the Weyl
scalars of maximal boost weight vanish. This is true if C0i0j = 0. For any n the
condition is equivalent to k being a solution of eq.(3) ([24] Prop. IV.5). The order
of alignment provides the backbone of a classification of Lorentzian manifolds ([24]
Table III, and [25]).
The Einstein equations of general relativity link the energy momentum tensor
Tij to the Ricci tensor and the curvature scalar, but not to the Weyl tensor:
(5) Rij −
R
2
gij = 8π Tij .
In n = 4 the Weyl tensor may be replaced by two symmetric tensors, the electric
and magnetic components, and the identity (2) for the Weyl tensor translates into
Maxwell-like equations for the components [30, 2]. The construction was extended
to n > 4 [15].
In the study of Derdzin´ski and Shen’s theorem [9, 3] on the restrictions imposed
by a Codazzi tensor on the structure of the Riemann tensor, we introduced the new
algebraic notion of Riemann compatible tensors [18]. This enabled us to extend the
theorem in two directions: the replacement of the Codazzi condition with the milder
hypothesis of Riemann compatibility together with a drastic simplification of the
proof, the restatement of the theorem for curvature tensors other than Riemann’s.
Riemann compatible tensors were investigated in [19]. Most of the statements valid
for (pseudo) Riemannian manifolds equipped with a nontrivial Codazzi tensor, such
as the vanishing of Pontryagin forms, were shown to persist in presence of a non-
trivial Riemann compatible tensor. The application to geodesic mappings was then
discussed.
This paper is mainly about Weyl compatibility of symmetric tensors, a property
which is broader than Riemann compatibility. The restriction on the structure of
the Weyl tensor has consequences on the Petrov type of the manifold and the electric
and magnetic components of the Weyl tensor. Since classifications of Lorentzian
manifolds are mainly based on vectors, our discussion of Weyl compatibility of
vectors crosses in several points definitions and properties proven by other authors,
but having a different origin.
Definitions and main properties of Riemann and Weyl compatibile symmetric
tensors are reviewed in Sect. 2, with the subcase of Riemann and Weyl-permutable
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tensors. Tensors uiuj naturally define Riemann and Weyl compatibility for vectors,
which is discussed in Sect. 3 with various new results, as the extension of Derdzin´ski
and Shen’s theorem [9] and of Hall’s theorem [12], and a sufficient condition for the
vanishing of Pontryagin forms. Riemann (Weyl) permutable vectors are considered
in Sect. 4, where results by McIntosh and others [22, 13, 21] for the special case
Rijklu
l = 0 are reobtained and extended.
In Sect. 5 it is shown that the existence of a Weyl compatible vector is a sufficient
condition for the Weyl tensor to be special, with results regarding the Penrose-
Debever classification of spacetimes. The electric and magnetic components of
the Weyl tensor are considered in Sect. 6, with the statements that existence of a
Weyl compatible vector is necessary and sufficient for the Weyl tensor to be purely
electric, and that Weyl permutability implies a conformally flat space-time.
Sect. 7 is devoted to hypersurfaces; the Gauss and Codazzi equations specify the
induced Riemann tensor of the hypersurface as a quadratic expression of a Codazzi
tensor. It is shown that the corresponding Ricci tensor is Riemann and Weyl
compatible.
Conformal maps obviously preserve Weyl compatibility, geodesic maps preserve
Riemann compatibility [19] but not necessarily Weyl compatibility; a sufficient
condition is presented in Sect. 8.
The manifolds considered here are Hausdorff connected with non degenerate
metric of arbitrary signature, i.e. n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifolds.
Where necessary, we specialize to the metric signature n− 2, i.e. to n-dimensional
Lorentzian manifolds (space-times). We always assume a Levi-Civita connection
(∇igjk = 0).
2. Riemann and Weyl compatible tensors
We briefly review the concept of compatibility for symmetric tensors, first intro-
duced in [18], and investigated in [19]. Permutable tensors are then defined, as a
special class.
Definition 2.1. A symmetric tensor bij is Riemann compatible if:
(6) bamRbcl
m + bbmRcal
m + bcmRabl
m = 0.
The metric tensor is trivially Riemann compatible because of the first Bianchi
identity.
Remark 2.2. The definition has a natural origin. Consider the vector-valued 1-
form Bl = bkldx
k, where b is a symmetric tensor. A covariant exterior derivative
gives
DBl =
1
2
Cjkl dx
j ∧ dxk,
where Cijk =: ∇ibjk −∇jbik is the “Codazzi deviation tensor”, defined in [19]. As
it is well known, DBl = 0 if and only if bkl is a Codazzi tensor [4, 20].
If DBl 6= 0, another derivative gives
D2Bl =
1
3!
(∇iCjkl +∇jCkil +∇kCijl) dx
i ∧ dxj ∧ dxk.
The following identity links the Codazzi deviation to Riemann compatibility [19]:
∇iCjkl +∇jCkil +∇kCijl = bimRjkl
m + bjmRkil
m + bkmRijl
m(7)
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Therefore, D2Bl = 0 (i.e. DBl is closed) if and only if b is Riemann compatible.
It follows that Codazzi tensors, ∇ibjk = ∇jbik, are Riemann compatible.
As an example, consider the Ricci tensor. Its Codazzi deviation is Cabc =: ∇[aRb]c =
−∇mRabc
m, by the contracted Bianchi identity. The identity (7) turns out to be
Lovelock’s identity [16]:
−(∇a∇mRbcd
m +∇b∇mRcad
m +∇c∇mRabd
m) =(8)
RamRbcd
m +RbmRcad
m +RcmRabd
m
Compatibility was extended to generalized curvature tensors Kabc
m, i.e. ten-
sors having the symmetries of the Riemann tensor in the exchange of indices, and
the first Bianchi property. The Weyl tensor (1) is the most notable example. A
symmetric tensor bij is Weyl compatible if:
(9) bamCbcl
m + bbmCcal
m + bcmCabl
m = 0.
In [17] (Prop. 2.4) we showed an invariance property of Lovelock’s identity (8). In
particular, it remains valid if the Riemann tensor in the left hand side is replaced
by the Weyl tensor. If Einstein’s equations are then used, one gets a differential
condition for the Weyl tensor involving the stress-energy tensor Tij :
∇i∇mCjkl
m +∇j∇mCkil
m +∇k∇mCijl
m
= −8π
n− 3
n− 2
(TimCjkl
m + TjmCkil
m + TkmCijl
m)
Since the left hand side is the exterior covariant differential of the vector valued
1-form Πl = ∇mCjkl
mdxj ∧ dxk, the following theorem holds:
Theorem 2.3. On a n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold, the Ricci tensor
and the energy-stress tensor are Weyl compatible if and only if DΠl = 0.
The condition DΠl = 0 is satisfied in n-dimensional Lorentzian manifolds that
are conformally symmetric (∇iCjkl
m = 0) or conformally recurrent (∇iCjkl
m =
αiCjkl
m). On these manifolds the Ricci and the stress energy tensors are Weyl
compatible [17, 20].
A Weyl compatible tensor poses strong restrictions on the Weyl tensor. In [18]
we proved a broad generalization of Derdzinski and Shen’s theorem that holds both
in Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. For the Weyl tensor it reads:
Proposition 2.4. On a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with a Weyl compatible ten-
sor b, if X, Y and Z are eigenvectors of b with eigenvalues λ, µ, ν (bijX
j = λX i,
etc.) then:
(10) CabcdX
aY bZc = 0, ν 6= λ, µ.
The following algebraic identity relates a symmetric tensor bij to the Weyl, the
Riemann and the Ricci tensors [19]:
bimCjkl
m + bjmCkil
m + bkmCijl
m = bimRjkl
m + bjmRkil
m + bkmRijl
m(11)
+
1
n− 2
[gkl(bimRj
m − bjmRi
m) + gil(bjmRk
m − bkmRj
m) + gjl(bkmRi
m − bimRk
m)] .
Any contraction with the metric tensor gives zero; the identity is trivial if b is the
metric tensor. An immediate consequence is:
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Theorem 2.5. A symmetric tensor is Riemann compatible if and only if it is Weyl
compatible and it commutes with the Ricci tensor.
Proof. If b is Riemann compatible, contraction of (6) with gcl gives bamRb
m −
bbmRa
m = 0, i.e. b commutes with the Ricci tensor. Then b is Weyl compatible by
identity (11). The converse is obvious, by the same identity. 
In particular, Riemann and Weyl compatibility are equivalent for the Ricci tensor,
or any symmetric tensor that commutes with it.
An example of Riemann tensor with a Riemann compatible symmetric tensor can
be constructed by the Kulkarni-Nomizu product of two symmetric tensors [3, 4, 9]:
Proposition 2.6. Suppose that the Riemann tensor has the form:
(12) Rjklm = bl[jak]m + bm[kaj]l
with symmetric tensor fields aij and bij . If they commute, ai
mbmj = aj
mbmi, then
they are both Riemann compatible.
Proof. Evaluate: bi
mRjklm = blj(ba)ik−blk(ba)ij+b
2
ikajl−b
2
ijakl. The sum on cyclic
permutations of ijk cancels the r.h.s. i.e. b is Riemann compatible. Because of the
symmetry of (12) in the exchange of a and b, also a is Riemann compatible. 
The commuting tensors a, b are also Weyl compatible for the Weyl tensor computed
from (12). The same Kulkarni-Nomizu product can be used to construct another
Weyl tensor:
Proposition 2.7. Let a and b be commuting symmetric tensor fields, such that
(13) bmmakl + a
m
mbkl − 2bkma
m
l = 0,
then Cjklm = bl[jak]m + bm[kaj]l has the symmetries of the Weyl tensor, and a and
b are Weyl compatible.
The additional equation (13) is required to enforce tracelessness, and can be solved
to obtain the “potential” a that produces b.
Suppose that a symmetric tensor has the property bimRjkl
m = ω blmRjki
m,
where ω is a scalar. Then either ω = ±1 or bimRjkl
m = 0. The three cases define
interesting classes of tensors that will be shown to be Riemann compatible. The
same conditions are found with the Weyl tensor.
The class ω = −1 was studied by McIntosh and others [21, 13] and is presented in
Sect. 4. The class bimRjkl
m = 0 was studied in [22] for bij = uiuj, i.e Rjkl
mum = 0.
Now we consider the class ω = 1:
Definition 2.8. A symmetric tensor bij is Riemann permutable if:
bimRjkl
m = blmRjki
m(14)
It is Weyl permutable if:
bimCjkl
m = blmCjki
m(15)
Proposition 2.9. If a symmetric tensor is Riemann (Weyl) permutable then it is
Riemann (Weyl) compatible.
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Proof. In the relation for Riemann compatibility use (14) for each term: bimRjkl
m+
bjmRkil
m + bkmRijl
m = blm(Rjki
m + Rkij
m + Rijk
m) = 0 by the first Bianchi
identity. An analogous proof holds for Weyl permutable tensors. 
Note that Riemann permutability does not imply Weyl permutability. A Riemann
permutable tensor (being Riemann compatible) commutes with the Ricci tensor.
Derdzin´ski and Shen’s theorem for the Riemann tensor and theorem 2.4 for the
Weyl tensor, become more stringent for permutable tensors:
Proposition 2.10. If b is a symmetric tensor and X, Y are two eigenvectors,
bijX
j = λX i and bijY
j = µY i with λ+ µ 6= 0, then
1) if b is Riemann permutable it is: RjklmX
lY m = 0;
2) if b is Weyl permutable it is: CjklmX
lY m = 0.
Proof. Contraction of (14) with X iY l gives λRjkl
mXmY
l = µRjki
mX iYm, then
0 = (λ+ µ)RjklmX
lY m. The proof for the Weyl tensor is analogous. 
3. Riemann and Weyl compatible vectors
The notion of K-compatible symmetric tensor includes vectors ui in a natural
way, through the symmetric tensor uiuj :
Definition 3.1. A vector field ui is K-compatible (where K is the Riemann, the
Weyl or a generalized tensor) if:
(uiKjkl
m + ujKkil
m + ukKijl
m)um = 0(16)
On a Lorentzian manifold, let K be the Riemann (Weyl) tensor. If u is a time-
like vector, the definition corresponds to the statement that uiuj is a purely electric
Riemann (Weyl) tensor ([15] Prop. 3.5 and Prop. 4.3). If u is a null vector, it is a
double WAND and the manifold is type II(d) ([25], Table 1).
Theorem 3.2. A vector field u with u2 6= 0 is K-compatible if and only if there is
a symmetric tensor Dij such that:
Kabcmu
m = Dacub −Dbcua(17)
Proof. Multiplication by ud and cyclic summation on abd makes the r.h.s. vanish
and K-compatibility is obtained.
If u is K-compatible then multiplication of (16) by ui gives
(u2Kjkl
m − uju
iKikl
m + uku
iKijl
m)um = 0
where we read Djl = Kijlmu
ium/u2. 
It can be easily shown that u is an eigenvector of the symmetric tensor D. For the
Weyl tensor, D will be identified with its electric component (see Sect. 5).
On a Lorentzian manifold, the theorem with K = C (Weyl tensor) follows from
eq. 20 in [15].
Remark 3.3. Suppose that on a pseudo-Riemannian manifold there is a concircu-
lar vector, ∇kul = Agkl + Bukul, with constant A and B. The condition implies
Rjkl
mum = AB(ujgkl − ukgjl), which has the form (17). Therefore, a concircular
vector is both Riemann and Weyl compatible.
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The general statements valid for compatible tensors [19] become stronger for
compatible vectors, and new facts arise. For example, the generalized Derdzin´ski
and Shen’s theorem has now a surprisingly simple proof, with no need of auxiliary
K−tensors:
Theorem 3.4. Let K be a generalized curvature tensor, and u be a K-compatible
vector.
1) If u2 6= 0 and v, w are vectors orthogonal to u (uav
a = 0, uaw
a = 0), then:
Kabcdw
avbuc = 0.(18)
2) If u2 = 0 and v is orthogonal to u (uav
a = 0) then:
Kabcdu
avbuc = 0.(19)
Proof. 1) The K-compatibility condition, (uaKbcde + ubKcade + ucKabde)u
e = 0, is
contracted with uavbwc:
(uaua)v
bwcKbcdeu
e + ua(ubv
b)wcKcadeu
e + uavb(wcuc)Kabdeu
e = 0.
The last two terms cancel because of orthogonality. 2) The K-compatibility con-
dition is contracted with uavb and equation ucKabdeu
avbue = 0 is obtained. The
result follows if u is non zero. 
Remark 3.5. For the Riemann tensor, Rabcdv
awbuc is the vector obtained through
parallel transport of u along a parallelogram with infinitesimal vectors v and w. It
is known that, if Rabcdv
awbuc = 0 for any v and w, then it is Rabcdu
c = 0. If u is
Riemann compatible, then it has zero variations along infinitesimal parallelograms
with directions orthogonal to it.
Theorem 3.6. Let X(1), . . . , X(n) be an orthonormal basis of a n-dimensional
pseudo-Riemannian manifold, X(a)kX(b)
k = ±δab. If X(3) . . .X(n) are Riemann
compatible, then all Pontryagin forms vanish.
Proof. Among three vectors, one is certainly Riemann compatible; therefore it is
always Rij
klX(a)i∧X(b)jX(c)k = 0, by Theorem 3.4. This means that the column
vectors of the matrix Rij
klX(a)i ∧ X(b)j are orthogonal to all vectors X(c) with
c 6= a, b, i.e. they belong to the subspace spanned by X(a) and X(b). Because of
the antisymmetry in k, l, it is necessarily
Rij
klX(a)i ∧X(b)j = λabX(a)
k ∧X(b)l
This condition of pureness of the Riemann tensor implies the vanishing of all Pon-
tryagin forms ([19] Theor. 5.2). 
The identity (11) relating Riemann and Weyl compatibility, is rewritten for
vectors:
(uaCbclm + ubCcalm + ucCablm)u
m = (uaRbclm + ubRcalm + ucRablm)u
m(20)
+
1
n− 2
[
gclu[aRb]m + galu[bRc]m + gblu[cRa]m
]
um.
A first consequence is the restatement of theorem 2.5 for vectors:
Proposition 3.7. A vector field u is Riemann compatible if and only if it is Weyl
compatible and u[aRb]
mum = 0.
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On a Lorentzian manifold the proposition is equivalent to Prop. 4.2 (time-like vec-
tors) and Prop. A13 (null vectors) in Ref. [15].
A second consequence is the extension of a theorem by Hall, which he proved
for null vectors in n = 4 space-times [12]. It is valid in any dimension and metric
signature, and for vectors not necessarily null:
Theorem 3.8. Consider the following conditions on a vector field u:
A) u[aRb]clmu
cum + u2Rablmu
m = 0,
B) u[aCb]clmu
cum + u2Cablmu
m = 0,
C) u[aRb]mu
m = 0.
Two conditions imply the third one. In particular, if u2 6= 0 the stronger statement
holds: A is true if and only if B and C are true.
Proof. Eq.(20) is contracted with uc,
u[aCb]clmu
cum + u2Cablmu
m = u[aRb]clmu
cum + u2Rablmu
m(21)
+
1
n− 2
[
ulu[aRb]mu
m + (galub − gblua)u
cumRcm − u
2(galRbm − gblRam)u
m
]
.
If condition C is true, its contraction with ub gives (uau
bRbm−u
2Ram)u
m = 0 and
(21) becomes u[aCb]clmu
cum+u2Cablmk
m = u[aRb]clmu
cum+u2Rablmu
m. Therefore
B and C imply A, or A and C imply B.
Suppose now that A is true; contraction of condition A by gal gives u2Rbmu
m −
ub(u
cumRcm) = 0, and (21) becomes:
u[aCb]clmu
cum + u2Cablmu
m =
1
n− 2
ulu[aRb]mu
m(22)
Validity of A and B imply that ulu[aRb]mu
m = 0 i.e. C is true.
A stronger result holds if u2 6= 0. Contraction of (22) by ul makes the left-hand-side
vanish and condition C is true. Then, the same equation (22) states that also B is
true, i.e. A implies B and C. 
Remark 3.9. Condition C is met in Einstein spaces, defined by Rab−
1
n
Rgab = 0.
Remark 3.10. Condition B plays a special role in the classification of manifolds.
Some cases where it holds are: 1) umRabcm = 0 ([22, 30]); 2) k is a recurrent null
vector, ∇akb = λakb, with ∇[aλb] = 0 ([31] page 69); 3) Manifolds with constant
curvature ([31] page 101):
Rbclm =
R
n(n− 1)
(gblgcm − gclgbm)
In cases 1,2 the vector is Riemann compatible.
Proof. 1) The relation implies Ramu
m = 0. Then the whole r.h.s. of (20) is zero
and (uaCbclm + ubCcalm + ucCablm)u
m = 0. Multiply by uc and obtain A.
2) [∇a,∇b]uc = Rabc
mum; because of recurrency and closedness, the l.h.s. is
∇a(λbuc)−∇b(λauc) = (λb∇a − λa∇b)uc = 0. Then case 1) is obtained.
3) Contraction with gcm shows that the manifold is Einstein, then condition C
holds. If u is a vector, obtain uaRbclmu
cum = R
n(n−1)ua(gblu
2 − ubul); then
u[a,Rb]clmu
m = u2 R
n(n−1) (uagbl − ubgal) = −u
2Rablmu
m i.e. condition B is true,
and B and C imply A. 
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4. Permutable vectors
In the same way that compatibility is defined for vectors, permutability of a
vector is defined by permutability of the tensor uiuj:
Definition 4.1. A vector is Riemann (Weyl) permutable if Rkl[i
muj]um = 0
(Ckl[i
muj]um = 0).
On Lorentzian manifolds and for null vectors, the definition is equivalent to the
Bel-Debever condition for Weyl type II(abd) ([25] Table 1).
Remark 4.2. If u is Riemann (Weyl) permutable and u2 6= 0, then Rkljmu
m = 0
(Ckljmu
m = 0).
A special class of Riemann permutable vectors is:
Rabc
mum = 0.(23)
Null vectors of this sort describe gravitational waves in Einstein’s linearized theory
(see [30] page 244). A complete classification of space times that satisfy (23) is
given in Theorem 1.1 of ref.[22].
Eq.(23) arises as the integrability condition for the equation ∇aub +∇bua = 2λgab
with constant λ and the constraint ∇aub−∇bua = 0 (u is a homothetic vector, see
[31] pp. 69, 564). Vectors that fullfill (23) also arise in the symmetric solution of
the equation
(24) Rabc
mxdm +Rabd
mxcm = 0
which, by the Ricci identity, is equivalent to [∇a,∇b]xcd = 0. It has a trivial
solution xab = φ gab, where φ is a scalar. McIntosh and Halford [21] investigated
spacetimes whose Riemann tensor admits a non trivial solution, such as Einstein
spaces, Go¨del metric, Bertotti-Robinson metric. McIntosh and Hall proved [13]
that the only nontrivial solution is xab = αuaub, where u has the property (23) and
α is a scalar field.
Besides the uniqueness stated above in n = 4, we prove in general:
Proposition 4.3. Let xab be a symmetric tensor that fulfills (24).
1) xab is Riemann (and Weyl) compatible;
2) If X and Y are two eigenvectors, Xmxcm = λXc and Y
mxcm = µYc with λ 6= µ,
then RabcmX
cY m = 0.
Proof. Summation on cyclic permutations of indices abc in (24) gives a vanishing
term (first Bianchi identity) and Riemann compatibility. Property 2 is proven
exactly as in Prop. 2.10. 
5. Petrov types and Weyl compatible vectors
In 1954 Petrov classified n = 4 space-times according to the degeneracy of the
eigenvalues of the self-dual part of the Weyl tensor. The eigenvalues solve an equa-
tion of degree four [27]. In type I spaces they are distinct, in type II spaces two are
coincident and two are distint, in type D spaces they are pairwise coincident, type
III spaces have three equal eigenvalues, and finally in type N spaces all eigenvalues
coincide [30]. Type O spaces are conformally flat. The same types arise in the
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classification by Bel and Debever [1, 7], which is based on null vectors that solve
increasingly restricted equations:
type I k[bCa]rs[qkn]k
rks = 0(25)
type II,D k[bCa]rsqk
rks = 0(26)
type III k[bCa]rsqk
r = 0(27)
typeN Carsqk
r = 0(28)
typeO Carsq = 0(29)
When at least two vectors k are degenerate, i.e. k meets condition (26), the Weyl
tensor is named algebraically special [28, 30].
The classification was generalized to n > 4 and includes the above relations [5, 6,
15, 25].
Let’s consider the above classification in the perspective of Weyl compatibility.
According to the general definition (16), a vector is Weyl compatible if
(uiCjklm + ujCkilm + ukCijlm)u
m = 0.(30)
Theorem 5.1. On a Lorentzian manifold, if a null vector k is Weyl compatible (or
Riemann compatible), then the Weyl tensor is algebraically special.
Proof. Multiply (30) by kc and use the antisymmetry of Weyl’s tensor:
0 = (kaCbcd
m + kbCcad
m)kckm = k[aCb]cd
mkckm = −k[aCb]cmdk
ckm. 
In ref.[25] (Table 1), the condition (30) is the statement that the Weyl tensor is
type II(d).
If a space-time admits a null concircular vector, ∇kul = Agkl + Bukul, then the
Weyl tensor is algebraically special (see Remark 3.3).
For a null-dust n-dimensional space-time, Tab = Φ
2 kakb (eq.5.8 in [31]), the condi-
tion DΠl = 0 is verified if and only if the Weyl tensor is type II(d) with respect to
k (see theorem 2.3).
The theorem extends Theorem 1.1 in [22], which holds for null vectors such that
Rijk
mkm = 0.
Space-times with a null Weyl-compatible vector are Petrov type II or D. Are they
more special than II or D? In general the answer is no. In a type III space-time
there are three coincident principal directions, i.e. there is a null vector such that
k[bCa]rsqk
r = 0. This means that the null k is Weyl-permutable, a property that
implies Weyl compatibility (see def. 4.1):
Proposition 5.2. A null vector k solves (27), which corresponds to n = 4 space-
times of Petrov type III, if and only if it is Weyl-permutable.
Proposition 5.3. If ukul is a Codazzi tensor and uj is a closed 1-form, then:
1) if u2 = 0 the Weyl tensor is algebraically special;
2) if u2 6= 0 the integral curves of u are geodesic lines.
Proof. 1) Codazzi tensors are Riemann compatibile, and thus Weyl compatible. If
moreover u2 = 0, prop. 5.1 applies. 2) The Codazzi condition∇a(ubuc) = ∇b(uauc)
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and closedness ∇aub = ∇bua give ub∇auc − ua∇buc = 0. Exchange a with c and
subtract to obtain: uc∇bua − ua∇buc = 0. Multiply by u
cub:
(ub∇b)ua =
[
ucub∇buc
u2
]
ua
i.e. the integral curves of u are geodesics (see [8], eqs. 2.9.4 and 2.9.5). 
6. Electric and magnetic tensors
In a n = 4 space-time the Weyl tensor has 10 independent components that can
be accounted for by two symmetric tensors. Given a vector u with uaua = −1, the
electric and magnetic components of the Weyl tensor are [2]:
Eab = u
jumCjabm , Hab = u
jumC˜jabm(31)
where C˜abcd =
1
2ǫabrsC
rs
cd is the dual tensor. The two tensors are symmetric,
traceless, and satisfy Eabu
b = 0, Habu
b = 0. Then they each have 5 independent
components, and completely describe the Weyl tensor.
If the electric and magnetic components are proportional, νE = µH for some scalar
fields µ and ν (including the case when one of them is zero), the space is type I, D
or O [31] (page 73). The following theorem was partly proven in [19] and is stated
in [25] for any n:
Theorem 6.1. On a n = 4 space-time, a vector u is Weyl-compatible if and only
if H = 0.
Proof. Consider the following chain of identities:
Hab = uju
mC˜jabm =
1
2
uju
mCrsbmǫ
jars
=
1
6
[ujCrsbmǫ
jars + urCsjbmǫ
rasj + usCjrbmǫ
sajr ]um
=
1
6
[ujCrsbm + urCsjbm + usCjrbm]u
mǫjars(32)
The equality shows that H = 0 is equivalent to Weyl compatibility. 
It follows that a n = 4 space-time with a Weyl compatible time-like vector is
type I, D or O. This extends Theorem 1.1 in [22].
If a spacetime admits a time-like concircular vector ∇kul = Agkl + Bukul, with
constant A and B, then the magnetic part vanishes.
Theorem 6.2. A n = 4 space-time with a non-null Weyl permutable vector is
conformally flat, Cjkl
m = 0 (type O).
Proof. Let E and H be the electric and magnetic components evaluated with u. If
u is Weyl permutable, then it is Weyl compatible and H = 0. Let’s show that also
E is zero. Multiply the relation (30) for Weyl compatibility by uj: u2Ckilmu
m =
ukEil − uiEkl. Because u is Weyl permutable, it is Ckilmu
m = 0 (see remark 4.2);
then 0 = ukEil − uiEkl. Multiply by u
k and use ukEkl = 0 to obtain Eil = 0. 
The definitions of electric and magnetic components of the Weyl tensor can be
generalized by replacing the symmetric tensor uiuj by a symmetric tensor T ij :
Eab = T
jmCjabm, Hab = T
jmC˜jabm.(33)
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Proposition 6.3. E and H are symmetric and traceless.
Proof. The first statement follows from the symmetry of Cijkl or C˜ijkl in the ex-
change of ij with kl, and symmetry of T . The second follows from tracelessness of
the Weyl tensor and its dual. 
Proposition 6.4.
1) If T is Weyl-compatible then E commutes with T ;
2) H = 0 if and only if T is Weyl compatible.
Proof. The proof is based on the following identities:
EabT
b
c − Ta
bEbc =− [TcbCjam
b + TabCcjm
b + TjbCacm
b]T jm(34)
Hab =
1
6
[Tj
mCrsbm + Tr
mCsjbm + Ts
mCjrbm]ǫ
jars(35)
The second identity is proven along the same line as (32). The first equation is
proven here:
EabT
b
c − Ta
bEbc =[CjabmT
b
c − CjbcmTa
b]T jm
=− [T bcCjamb + T
b
aCcjmb + T
b
jCacmb]T
jm
=− [TcbCjam
b + TabCcjm
b + TjbCacm
b]T jm
where the last term added in the second line is identically zero. 
7. Hypersurfaces
Let Mn be a hypersurface in a pseudo Riemannian manifold (Vn+1, g˜). The
metric tensor (first fundamental form) is ghj = g˜(Bh, Bj), where B1 . . . Bn are the
tangent vectors. If N is the vector normal to the hypersurface it is g˜(Bh, N) = 0.
The Riemann tensor is given by the Gauss equation [16]:
Rjklm = R˜µνρσB
µ
jB
ν
kB
ρ
lB
σ
m ± (ΩjlΩkm − ΩjmΩkl)(36)
with a symmetric tensor Ωij (second fundamental form) constrained by the Codazzi
equation:
∇kΩjl −∇jΩkl = N
µR˜νµρσB
ν
jB
ρ
lB
σ
k(37)
If Vn+1 is a constant curvature manifold, the Gauss and Codazzi equations simplify:
Rjklm =
R˜
n(n+ 1)
(gjlgkm − gjmgkl)± (ΩjlΩkm − ΩjmΩkl),(38)
∇kΩjl −∇jΩkl = 0,(39)
If Vn+1 is (pseudo)-Euclidean, the terms proportional to the scalar curvature R˜
vanish [31]. For this case Stephani proved that eqs. (38) and (39) are sufficient
conditions for a manifold M4 to have an embedding in V5 [31] (page 587). A general
theorem by Goenner, restricted to pseudo-Euclidean manifolds Vn+1, states that if
Ωkl is invertible, then it is a Codazzi tensor [31] (page 587). A simple proof of the
same fact is here given, for the case of constant curvature Vn+1:
Theorem 7.1. If Rjklm has the form (38) and Ω is invertible, then Ω is a Codazzi
tensor.
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Proof. The second Bianchi identity for the Riemann tensor is
Ωmk(∇iΩjl −∇jΩli) + Ωmi(∇jΩkl −∇kΩlj) + Ωmj(∇kΩil −∇iΩlk)+
+Ωjl(∇iΩmk −∇kΩim) + Ωkl(∇jΩmi −∇iΩjm) + Ωil(∇kΩmj −∇jΩkm) = 0
Moltiplication by (Ω−1)km gives:
(n− 3)(∇iΩjl −∇jΩli)
= −(Ω−1)km[Ωjl(∇iΩmk −∇kΩim) + Ωil(∇kΩmj −∇jΩkm)].
Multiplication by (Ω−1)lj gives: 2(n− 2)(Ω−1)lj(∇iΩjl −∇jΩli) = 0. This result
is used to simplify the previous equation: (n − 3)(∇iΩjl − ∇jΩli) = 0, which for
n > 3 is the Codazzi property. 
Theorem 7.2. Let Mn be a hypersurface isometrically embedded in a pseudo-
Riemannian space Vn+1 with constant curvature. Then:
1) Ω is Weyl compatible;
2) the eigenvectors of Ω are Weyl compatible;
3) the Ricci tensor is Weyl compatible.
Proof. 1) For a hypersurface that is isometrically embedded in a constant curvature
space, Ωij is a Codazzi tensor, and then it is both Riemann and Weyl compatible.
2) Given the form (38) of the Riemann tensor, if Ωkmu
m = λuk then:
uiu
mRjklm = kui(ukgjl − ujgkl)± λui(Ωjluk − ujΩkl)
where, for shortness, k = R˜/n(n+ 1). Summation on cyclic permutations of i, j, k
cancels all terms in the right-hand-side, and one is left with Riemann compatibility:
uiu
mRjklm + uju
mRkilm + uku
mRijlm = 0.
3) The Ricci tensor for a hypersurface isometrically embedded in a costant curvature
space is Rkl = ±(Ω
2
kl−Ωp
pΩkl)+k(n−1)gkl. Let us first show that Ω
2 is Riemann
compatible. Evaluate the expression (Ω2)imRjkl
m + (Ω2)jmRkil
m + (Ω2)kmRijl
m
with the Riemann tensor (38). The first term is:
Ω2imRjkl
m = k
(
gjlΩ
2
ik − gklΩ
2
ij
)
±
(
ΩjlΩ
3
ik − ΩklΩ
3
ij
)
While summing on cyclic permutations of ijk, all terms in the r.h.s cancel. There-
fore the tensor Ω2 is Riemann compatible and thus Weyl compatible. Since the Ricci
tensor is the sum of Riemann - compatible terms, it is itself Riemann compatible,
and thus Weyl compatible. 
By considering Einstein’s equation (5) one also has:
Corollary 7.3. On a space-time that is isometrically embedded as a hypersurface
is a pseudo Riemannian space Vn+1 with constant curvature, the energy momentum
tensor is Weyl compatible.
If the energy momentum tensor has the form Tkl = aukul + bgkl with u
iui = −1,
then the Weyl tensor is purely electric.
8. Geodesic maps
Let (M , g) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. A geodesic map M → M induces
a pseudo-Riemannian structure (M , g˜) with Christoffel symbols Γ˜kij = Γ
k
ij+δi
kXj+
δj
kXi, whereX is a closed 1-form [11, 23, 29]. Accordingly, the new Riemann tensor
is R˜jkl
m = Rjkl
m+ δj
mPkl− δk
mPjl, with deformation tensor Pkl = ∇kXl−XkXl.
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Since X is closed, the deformation tensor is symmetric. The new Ricci tensor is
R˜kl = Rkl − (n− 1)Pkl.
In [19] we showed that for geodesic maps the following identity holds for any
symmetric tensor:
bimR˜jkl
m + bjmR˜kil
m + bkmR˜ijl
m = bimRjkl
m + bjmRkil
m + bkmRijl
m;(40)
as a consequence, the property of Riemann compatibility is conserved. What about
Weyl compatibility? For general symmetric tensors the answer is difficult by the
fact that the expression (1) for the new Weyl tensor contains g˜, which is not simply
related to g. This is a sufficient condition:
Proposition 8.1. If a symmetric tensor b commutes with the Ricci and the defor-
mation tensors, then
bimC˜jkl
m + bjmC˜kil
m + bkmC˜ijl
m = bimCjkl
m + bjmCkil
m + bkmCijl
m(41)
Proof. If b commutes with the Ricci and the deformation tensors, then it commutes
with R˜ij . With these conditions, (11) implies that
bimCjkl
m + bjmCkil
m + bkmCijl
m = bimRjkl
m + bjmRkil
m + bkmRijl
m
and the same relation with tensors C˜jkl
m and R˜jkl
m. Since (40) holds for geodesic
maps, (41) follows. 
A simplification occurs for special geodesic maps, defined by the property Pkl =
γ gkl, meaning that X is a concircular vector: ∇kXl −XkXl = γ gkl [10].
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